
Authoritarian States 
MAO & HITLER - FACTORS AND CONDITIONS FOR RISE TO POWER 

What factors and conditions led to the rise to power of Hitler and Mao? 
Similarities: economic difficulties, appeal of ideology (BUT FOR DIFFERENT REASONS), use of force (to varying extents), use of propaganda, personal factors. Social Factors were different 

Prescribed  
Content 

Hitler Mao 

Economic  
Conditions 
 
 
 
 

- Treaty of Versailles resulted in repatriations of £6.6 billion, crippling Germany’s economy 
- Industry operated at 47% of pre-war performance 
- Weimar Republic printing money = hyperinflation, banks were closed in 1932 
- 6 million people were unemployed 

- Great Depression => resulted in Chinese GDP shrinking by 35%  
- Heavy taxes on people (70%), widespread poverty  
- 4% of population controlled 50% of the land 
- KMT received economic aid from American and British => “not patriotic” 
- China was then largely an agricultural nation, lagging behind the West  

Social 
Conditions 
 
 
 
 

- Treaty of Versailles humiliate Germany  
- Army was reduced from 4.5 million to 100,000. 
- Germany had to accept war-guilt 
- German territory was ceded 
- Conservative elite still held power in Weimar Republic => supportive of Hitler’s fight for German strength 

- Peasants (80% of population) faced high taxes (up to 70%) under GMT 
- Warlord Period => even higher taxes, poor working conditions, tough military rule, economic output was 

shrinking during Warlord Period 
- Quality of life much higher in cities, coasts => 20% went to primary school, 1% to secondary school 
- Land Redistribution in 1924 (allowed peasants to feel like they’d gotten revenge) 
- Mao’s CCP treated peasants well (under Mao’s orders) 

Political 
Conditions 
(and factors 
for Hitler’s 
Case) 

- Feeling that the Weimar were “November Criminals” (for accepting ToV terms) 
- Political instability and deadlock - 6 coalition governments between 1924 and 1929 
- Nazi Party by 1930 had almost 200 seats (majority) of parliament 
- Hitler manipulated Weimar Constitution superbly 

- In 1933, Hitler was appointed Chancellor after a series of backroom negotiations and 
parliamentary elections (Ebert thought this would keep Hitler under control) 

- Reichstag Fire occurred - Hitler enacted Article 48 to unilaterally take control of the government, 
purging many communists and political foes 

- Hitler controlled the Government through Article 48, abolished powers of state, dissolved 
parliament 

- Treaty of Versailles and 21 Demands were regarded as unfair and humiliating for China 
- Defeat to Japan in Sino-Japanese War was extremely embarrassing 
- Qing Dynasty had collapsed, “dynastic” system of rule had proven to be outdated (abdication of PuYi 

1911) 
- Republic of China failed (YSK bribery, domination of government led to 1915 rebellion against him) 
- Defeat of China in Sino-Japanese War led to radical new ideologies (New Culture Movement, May 4th 

Movement) destroyed Confucian ideals 

Personal 
Factors 

- Hitler was recalled for many Germans as a golden age of strong rule 
- Brilliant speaker, good organiser and politician. Different to leaders of Weimar. 
- Driven, charismatic, proud and determined. Got German people to support him. 

 

- Shrewd and opportunistic conference: used the 1935 Zunyi Conference to deliver blistering attack on 
Bolsheviks, ousting them from China 

- Humble, working-class background. Father was abusive. Would regularly visit farms (propaganda points) 
- Adaptive/perceptive visionary: Adopted Marxist-Leninism to suit China, focus on rural population 
- Communist ideology appealing to peasants - promised them a better life after years of neglect 

Use of Force - Used Article 48 to purge an estimated 4000 political opponents 
- Allowed SA to parade the streets, attack political opponents, force people to vote for Nazi Party in 1930 

and 1932 elections 
- Night of Long Knives: assassinated 85 political leaders in one evening (Rohm, Strasser, von Papen, von 

Schleicher). Cleared the path for Hitler’s RTP, also, was good as public resented these leaders for their 
‘thuggish brownshirt tactics’ 

- Futian Incident and 1942 Yenan Campaign, Mao killed 10,000 individuals 
- Purged 2,000 party members in late 1940s claiming an anti-Bolshevik league had infiltrated Communists 

Propaganda - Hitler flew across the country visiting villages and towns and meeting people (most of campaign $ was 
spent on this) 

- Cult of personality was developed - portrayed as a strong, saviour of Germany. Newspapers, TV 
advertisements, entertainment business (films, poetry, theatre) all containing messages of Hitler’s 
strength, and denounced Weimar Republic for “backstabbing Germany” 

- Students in schools pledged allegiance to Hitler, Nazi teachers in school to indoctrinate children (boys as 
soldiers, women as bearers of children) 

- Turned 6,000 mile long march into a major propaganda victory (even though 90% of CCP was eliminated) 
- Used Long March and split following the First United Front to discredit the KMT, assume role of true 

nationalists of China 
- Used events like Luding Bridge Incident to emphasise CCP bravery 
- Portrayed as a Father figure, “Uncle/Father Mao” - famous posters of him behind a rural Chinese setting 

as a god-like figure watching over the peasants 
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- Federal Germany Republic proclaimed May 
- NATO formed 

- Was set up in order to counter soviet aggression  
- Full military alliance 

 
1950 

- National Security Report 68 (NSC-68) was a top secret policy paper presented to Truman in April 
- Recommended a substantial military build up to handle USSR 
- Outlined US policy 
- Truman initially against it but with outbreak of NK attacking SK, Truman implemented the 

plan 
- This included the decision to develop the hydrogen bomb 

- Truman signed it September 1950 
- NK attacked SK June  

- Truman appealed to UN the same day → they were able get UN support to fight as USSR 

boycotted UNSC when decision taken 
- US pushed forces back and proceeded to go past 18th parallel, once they reached the 

Yalu river China intervened and now both were involved in a direct conflict 
- Truman fought a limited war → containment not rollback  

- German Democratic Republic proclaimed October 1949 
 
1950 

- North Korea attacked South Korea 
- Kim Il-Sung pressed Stalin to finally approve invasion 
- Kim armed by USSR and when north attacked, it was a major escalation which Stalin with 

his support and foreknowledge was to some extent responsible for 
- Gromyko, FM, later admitted that the USSR boycott of UN was a trick to involve US in a 

war in Asia while USSR neutral 

Effect on the development 
of the Cold War 
 

Orthodox historian – Truman policies were an attempt to defend the world, and he was responding to 
soviet aggression.  
 
Revisionist historian – US took advantage of their nuclear monopoly and soviet weakness, and used the 
Truman Doctrine and Marshall aid to establish economic dependence of various countries, which would 
ultimately lead to political control. Truman’s dollar-imperialism created Cold War.  

Orthodox historian – blaming Stalin and USSR, and that they were responsible for the outbreak of Cold 

War. Stalin had signed Declaration of Liberated Europe → which he then violated. All states in Eastern 

Europe had communist single-party systems by 1948. Impossible to cooperate over Germany, and Stalin 

seen as aggressive in Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, Korea and Berlin.  
 
Revision historian – responsibility of the US. USSr devastated by war – 1700 cities destroyed, 60000 
villages were in ruins and 25 million russians killed. US had increased industrial input by 90% and had a 
nuclear monopoly. Stalin’s desire to control Eastern Europe was entirely defensive (wanted to control 
eastern states as they had previously used as precursors prior to attacks on USSR). US issues Truman 
doctrine which gave them right to intervene anywhere, and Marshall aid seen as economic imperialism. 
This intimidated Stalin.   

 

TWO COLD WAR LEADERS DEVELOPMENT OF COLD WAR 

Compare and contrast the impact of two cold war leaders (and their policies/actions) on the development of the Cold War.  
 EISENHOWER (1953-61) KHRUSHCHEV (1953-64) 

Main foreign policies 
related to the Cold War 
 

Eisenhower had even more aggressive stance against USSR than Truman. When Eisenhower won 

presidential elections by attacking Truman administration for being ‘soft on communism’ → containment no 

longer enough, there should be a rollback of communism. He was seen as a Cold Warrior → strongly anti-

communist 
 
New look 

- Communism should still be contained 
- Secretary of State Dulles expressed desire of ‘rollack’ of communist controlled areas 

- Support by Eisenhower but only through peaceful means 
 
Massive Retaliation 

- Nuclear weapons now regarded as weapons of first resort, not last resort 

Khrushchev decided to reduce size of red army unilaterally.  
 
1956 – Khrushchev gave secret speech 

- De-Stalinization process opened up for new opportunities 
- Peaceful co-existence with capitalist west → breaking from Stalin’s policies and vaguely insinuated 

a new relation could be established with satellites in Eastern Europe 
 
Khrushchev travelled abroad, unlike Stalin, and participated in a number of summit meetings.  

- He met both Eisenhower and Kennedy 
- Left meeting in Paris when Eisenhower refused to apologise for U2 Incident 
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anti-Manchu, pro-Han sentiments). Claimed he was 
brother of Jesus 
 
Emerging sense of Dynastic Decline (the Qing had 
“lost their mandate from Heaven). This was 
because: 
 

- Economy was stagnating (0.6% in 
production) 

- Population was booming, agricultural 
production was not enough = resulting in 
famine/malnourishment 

- Corruption in the Qing Court (Grand Council 
in particular) 

- High taxes (up to 70% for some regions of 
China) 

- Propaganda attracted peasants and 
working-class who were frustrated with Qing 
Dynasty 

- Opium Wars - brought shame and unequal 
treaties 

- Importance of secret societies (Qing 
Government spent almost 50% of annual 
budget fighting White Lotus + Heavenly 
Reason Sect, and White Lotus Rebellion) 

prevented collapse, however, were able to “carve 
up” China . 
 
Yuan Shi Kai was able to lead warlords - who were 
all given essentially full autonomy from Qing Central 
government - to resist Taipings for 14 years. 
 

power) 
- Humiliation of Qing + China on an 

international level 
- Country was economically drained. Damage 

and rehabilitation efforts were too great 
- Lingering sympathy for Taiping’s Cause in 

lower/farmer class of China. They were still 
not satisfied. 

taiping  
- Taiping also led to many other rebellions 

which further weakened the government 
- Opened china to the west 

Tonghak 
Rebellion (1894-
1895) 

- Similar to Boxer Rebellion. Koreans did not 
like foreign intervention, sought to maintain 
Confucian Ideals. Rebelled against Korean 
Government. Korean Government was in a 
similar position to Qing Government prior to 
Boxer Rebellion (confucian, stagnant 
economy, corrupt)  

 

- Joseon Dynasty leadership could not 
handle the Rebellion, requested for Chinese 
assistance. Qing sent army in, as did Japan 
(without an invitation) 

- Donghak Rebellion was quickly crushed, 
but China vs Japan started 

- sparked the first Sino-Japanese War (1894–
95)  

- Estimated 70,000 deaths (numbers vary 
greatly) 

- China’s defeat in first S-J war was deeply 
humiliating, upset tributary system 

- Announced Japan’s arrival to the 
international arena 

Boxer Rebellion - Operated under Motto “fight the foreigners, 
protect the Qing”. Sought to rid China of 
foreign influence and presence  

- Dissatisfied with Unequal Treaties, 
humiliation of China, famine, poor harvest, 
foreign monopoly over Chinese industry 

- Claimed to be “bullet-proof” 
- Cixi secretly supported Boxers 

(supplies/weapons)  

- Battles started in 1900, Christians were 
targeted (close to 1 million killed)  

- September 1901 50,000 foreign troops 
(Russia, America, Britain, Japan) arrived in 
China, destroyed Boxers in Battle of Beijing 

- Cixi fled, Beijing was captured  

- Boxer Protocol (China could not have arms, 
land conceded once more) 

- Russia occupied significant parts of 
Manchuria 

- New Policies Reform implemented 
(essentially changing education). Nothing 
happened from this. 

- 330 million USD in reparations to Western 
nations 

- Highlighted Qing Decadence 
- Provided momentum for SYS to spark 

Xinhai Revolution 

 

 

JAPAN ANNEXATION OF KOREA AND TAIWAN 

 Causes Results 

Korea - Qing cession of Taiwan (Fermosa) and Korea following First Sino Japanese War Elimination of Korean culture:  
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